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Scheduling Flexible Manufacturing System with Stacker Crane
Using Coloured Petri Nets
Ari Setiawan1*, Teguh Ersada Natail Sitepu1
Abstract: Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is a system that can increase production speed
and accuracy significantly. FMS can process the various product at the same workstation.
However, FMS needs an efficient allocation of resources as inputs (e.g. job schedule and material
handling allocation). This paper presented a modelling of FMS production scheduling problem.
The model consisted of fifteen workpieces, four machines, and a stacker crane. Coloured Petri
Nets (CPN) was the programming language which used to simulate the model. The model had
three modules; they were the machine, loading/unloading, and delivery module. Each module
had a set of submodules. Machining process, pick-up request, and picking mechanism
submodules were in the machine module, while job selection, job picking, and machine selection
submodules were in the loading/unloading module. Additionally, delivery to pallet stacker, and
proceed to stage two submodules were in the delivery module. The simulation executed 436 steps
with 1.467 second computational time. The makespan was 1.647 minutes, and all machines had
high utilization level, higher than 80%. However, the stacker crane utilization level was low.
Keywords: Scheduling, Flexible Manufacturing System, Coloured Petri Nets, stacker crane,
simulation.

Introduction
The customer has very diverse demands in Industry
4.0 era and manufacturer is expected to have high
production flexibility to satisfy those demands.
Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is a manufacturing system with high production flexibility
(Shivanand et al. [1]; Majija et al. [2]; Bohn and
Jaikumar [3]). FMS can produce various products at
the same workstation. FMS also can adjust production volume based on demand. FMS needs adequate allocated resources as inputs to achieve these
abilities. Those resources consist of CNC machine,
fixture, tool magazines, tool, automated material
handling, and buffer. Based on Setiawan et al. [4], all
those resources need maintenance schedule, to minimize any interruption in the production processes.
FMS also needs production scheduling to make
production goes well (Sule [5]; Zhan et al. [6];
Sahraeian [7]). There are various methods in production scheduling, categorized by the exact method
and approximation method. Different production
scheduling methods can produce different makespan
(the time difference between the start and finish of a
sequence of jobs or tasks) and flow time (the time
taken for completion of a flow of material) Setiawan
et al. [8]. Setiawan et al. [9] have developed a mathematical model for FMS production scheduling considering cutting tools.
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Since the model is hard to solve using an exact
method, many researchers have been applied
various approximation method to this model.
Pakpahan et al. [10] have developed an algorithm to
solve the Setiawan et al. [9] model based on the ant
colony optimization method. However, this algorithm used a static scheduling approach. This
condition leads to the possibility that there will be
unfinished jobs because the cutting tools are
unavailable. Sitepu et al. [11] suggested calculating
the cutting tools before a manufacturer decided to
start any production processes. Setiawan et al. [12]
developed dynamic scheduling to anticipate broken
cutting tools during unscrewed operation. Furthermore, Setiawan et al. [13] developed a job rescheduling model for FMS which minimize makespan
and minimize starting time difference between
initial and new schedule. The model expected to give
better scheduling and performance.
FMS production scheduling and performance were
simulated using Pharo 3.0 programming language
by Setiawan et al. [14] while the subject considers
various cutting tools. Pharo needs pre-defined
classes as input to create an FMS model. These
inputs make the FMS model difficult to configure.
Therefore, Petri Nets (PNs) is used as mathematical
modelling language in the modelling, analysing,
simulating, and controlling the manufacturing system. PNs is also useful to model systems whose
behaviour can be described as interferences between
asynchronous and concurrent processes (Gradisar
and Music [15]; Pan [16]; Yasuda [17]). Gradisar and
Music [15] modelled a multiproduct batch plant
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Figure 1. FMS construction
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Figure 2. The CPN hierarchy for a machine module

using PNs. Pan [16] developed a computationally
more efficient optimal deadlock control policy of FMS
using PNs. The experimental results indicated that
it is the most efficient policy among all known ones
that can design optimal controllers. Yasuda [17]
extended PNs for hierarchical and distributed
control of large and complex robotic manufacturing
system.
However, there is a backward compatible extension
of PN called Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). CPN is a
discrete-event modelling language that combines the
capabilities of PNs with the capabilities of a
functional programming language (Jensen et al. [18];
Igei et al. [19]). The main difference between PNs
and CPN is that the CPN is used as a simulation tool
without the necessity of a new extension definition
(Rocha de Carvalho and Porto [20]). Jensen et al. [18]
simulated a multi-product production system to
verify the use of CPN. The system consists of twenty
types of products with their operational sequences.
The simulation result shows that the takt-time value
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converges stably from 7 to 8 seconds per product
unit. Long et al. [21] simulated a production system
in Industry 4.0 using several non-PNs methods (e.g.
MM and UML) and various high-level modelling
methods (e.g. CPN). The result shows that CPN still
have huge gaps in flexibility and adaptability of a
production system.
Therefore, in this paper FMS production scheduling
is simulated using CPN. The proposes system considers the stacker crane which was not considered in
the Setiawan et al. [14]. The objective of this paper is
to measure the system performance, which includes
the machine and stacker crane utilization level.

Methods
Problem Description
An Indonesian aircraft industry had been using
FMS since 1992 (Setiawan et al. [14]). The construction of FMS in this company consisted of four
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identical machines (M1, M2, M3, and M4), a pallet
stocker, a stacker crane, and a loading/unloading
station as shown in Figure 1. The workpieces in this
case study were independent jobs which were
processed in one or two stages. The production
system would begin when there was a workpiece
waiting in a loading/unloading station, which had
unlimited capacity. The Automated Storage and
Retrieval System (AS/RS) would check the machine
availability. If there were no machine available, then
the AS/RS would order a stacker crane to wait in the
loading/unloading station until a machine was
available. However, if there were more than one
machines available, the system would choose a
machine randomly.
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After a machine had been chosen, the system would
check the list of the workpieces waited in the
loading/ unloading station. If there were more than
one workpieces at the loading/unloading station,
then it would be sorted based on the Shortest
Processing Time (SPT) method. The workpiece with
the shortest processing time would become the top
priority. A stacker crane, which only could pick up
one workpiece at a time, would be ordered to pick up
the priority workpiece from the loading/unloading
station and to drop it off to the chosen machine. The
stacker crane movement assumed to be one minute.
Each machine could contain two workpieces, one in
the process slot and the other in the buffer slot. If a
workpiece in the process slot has been processed,
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then the Automatic Pallet Changer (APC) would
automatically rotate it with a workpiece in the buffer
slot. The APC rotation time was negligible. Each
machine had a cutting tool to process the workpiece.
This paper assumed the cutting tools had an
unlimited lifetime.
The top priority of a stacker crane movement was
the finished workpiece. The stacker crane would pick
the finished workpiece which had two stages process
to a loading/unloading station for a setup process.
The setup process time was also negligible.
Otherwise, it delivered a finished workpiece with one
stage process to a pallet stocker, as the final storage
place. This process was repeated until no workpiece
waited in the loading/unloading station.

The Hierarchy of Delivery Module
The delivery module described the state and the
events for a delivery procedure. There were two submodules in the delivery module: delivery to pallet
stocker and proceeded to stage two. The delivery to
pallet stocker submodule was used to model the
procedure of a workpiece delivery from a machine to
a pallet stocker. The proceed to stage two submodule, only applied for a workpiece with stage two.
This submodule was used to model the procedure of
a workpiece delivery from a machine to a loading/
unloading station. Figure 4 shows the CPN hierarchy for the delivery module.
CPN Submodule Design
The Machining Process Submodule

Hierarchy Module Design
CPN did not only focused on modelling a specific
class, but also broad classes of systems; i.e.
concurrent systems. The CPN constructed the model
into a set of modules. The module's concepts based
on the hierarchical structuring mechanism, allowing
a module to have a set of submodules (Jensen et al.
[18]). In this paper, we proposed three modules:
machine, loading/ unloading, and delivery.
The Hierarchy of a Machine Module
A machine module described the state and the
events for the procedure in all machines. There were
three submodules in the machine module: machineing process, pick-up request, and picking mechanism. The machining process submodule was used to
model the procedure of a workpiece operation which
is delivered to a machine. The pick-up request submodule was work as a sensor which sent a pick-up
request of a finished workpiece from a machine. The
picking mechanism submodule was used to model
the respond of a stacker crane to pick-up a request
from a machine. Figure 2 shows an example of the
CPN hierarchy for Machine 1 (M1).
The Hierarchy of Loading/Unloading Module
The Loading/unloading module described the state
and the events for the procedure in a loading/ unloading station. There were three submodules in the
loading/unloading module: job selection, picking job,
and machine selection. The job selection submodule
was used to model the procedure of a workpiece
selection in a loading/unloading station. The picking
job submodule was used to model the procedure of a
workpiece pick-up process in a loading/unloading
station. The machine selection submodule was used
to model the procedure of a machine selection which
will receive a workpiece. Figure 3 shows the CPN
hierarchy for the loading/unloading module.
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The machining process submodule had twelve places
and three transitions for each machine. The places in
the machining process submodule were Buffer_1,
Inbound_M1, M1_Buffer, M1_Ready_To_Proc, SP1,
Available_Mach, Processed_M1, Processed _ Job _ at
_M1, M1_Waiting_For_Pickup, C1, M1_Not_Ready,
and M1_Signaling. Buffer_1 was an output from the
picking job submodule. Buffer_1 stored a token to
identify a workpiece in the buffer slot of a machine.
Inbound_M1 was used to record the arrival time of a
workpiece in a machine. M1_Buffer stored a token
(b) which represents the availability of a machine to
process a workpiece. M1_Ready_To_Proc notified
whether a workpiece was ready to be processed. SP1
was a place to store a job stage of operation data.
Available_Mach was an output place to store a
token. It was used as input for a machine selection
submodule. Processed_M1 was an output place to
record a workpiece finished processing in a machine.
Processed_Job_at_M1 showed a workpiece that
finished processing. M1_Waiting_For_Pickup was a
place for a workpiece that has been rotated to buffer
and to wait to be picked up by a stacker crane. C1
was a place to record the total time at a machine.
One token r1 was in the place M1_Not_Ready shows
M1 did not have any finished workpiece to be picked
up by a stacker crane. M1_Signaling tells the stacker
crane that there was a finished workpiece waiting to
be picked up at a machine. Figure 5 shows the machining process submodule.
The transitions in the machining process submodule
were M1_Setup_Job, M1_Processing_Job, and A.
M1_Setup_Job transition was enabled when there
were one token in Buffer_1 and one token in
M1_Buffer. M1_Setup_Job would consume those
tokens and produce three tokens: at Inbound_M1, at
SP1, and M1_Ready_To_Proc. M1_Processing_Job
transition was enabled where there were one token
in SP1 and one token in M1_Ready_To_Proc. M1_
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Processing_Job would consume those tokens and
produce four tokens: at Available_Mach, at Processed_M1, at C1, and Processed_Job_at_M1. A transition was enabled when there was one token in
Processed _ Job _at_M1 and 1one token in M1_Not_
Ready. A transition would consume those tokens and
produce two tokens: at M1_Waiting_For_Picking
and M1_ Signalling.

Figure 5. The machining process submodule

Figure 6. Pick-up request submodule
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The Pick-up Request Submodule
The pick-up request submodule had eight places and
eight transitions. Places in the pick-up request
submodule were M1_Signalling, Req_Idle, Waiting_
to_be_Processed, Waiting_for_Req_Fulfillment, and
Sending_Pickup_Req_to_C. M1_Signalling was input
from the machining process submodule. One token
(r1) in the M1_Signalling place informed there was
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one finished processed workpiece in M1 and needed
to be picked up by a stacker crane. Req_Idle was
input from the picking job submodule. Four tokens
(req) were in the Req_Idle place. In each machine,
only one finished workpiece can be picked up.
Waiting_to_ be_ Processed was a place to store all
request tokens for every machine. Waiting_for_Req_
Fulfillment identifies which machine had sent a pickup request and waited for a stacker crane. Sending_
Pickup_ Req_ To _C was used to call a stacker crane
for a pick-up process. Figure 6 shows the pick-up
request submodule.

Figure 7. The receive pick-up request

Figure 8. Picking mechanism submodule
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The transitions in the pick-up request submodule
were M1_Req and M1_Sending_Req. M1_Req transition was enabled when there were one token in M1
and minimum one token (req) in the Req_Idle. This
transition would produce one token in the Waiting_to_be_Processed place. M1_Sending_Req transition was enabled when there was one token in the
Waiting_to_be_Processed place. This transition
would produce one token in the Waiting_ for_ Req_
Fulfilled place.
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Figure 9. Job selection submodule

Figure 10. Picking job submodule

The receive pick-up request process was a part of the
pick-up request submodule. The Receive pick-up
request was only executed when there was minimum one machine sends a pick-up request. Receive
pick-up had four places and one transition. Places in
the receive pick-up request were Crane_Idle, Sending_ Pickup_Req_To_C, Go_To_Picking_Job, and
Req_ Idle. Crane_Idle was a place to store one idle
token (c) of the crane. One token (c) in Crane_Idle
place informed the crane is idle and ready to do a
pick-up or a delivery process. Sending_Pickup_Req_
To_C was an output from the pick-up request
submodule. One token (req) in Sending_Pickup_
Req_To_C informed there was a pick-up request in
the system. Go_To_ Picking_Job was an output. It
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stored command and sent it to the stacker crane.
Req_Idle was a place to store all idle pick-up
requests because the stacker crane is busy. Three
tokens (req) in Req_Idle informed there were three
idle pick-up requests. Figure 7 showed the receive
pick-up request process.
The transition in the receive pick-up request was
only Receive_Pickup_Req. This transition was
enabled when there were one token (c) in Crane_Idle
place and one token (req) in Sending_Pickup_Req_
To_C. Receive_Pickup_Req would consume those
tokens and produce two tokens: at Go_To_Picking_
Job and Req_Idle. P_HIGH ensured this process
would be the top priority.
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Picking Mechanism Submodule
The picking mechanism submodule had twenty-one
places, and ten transitions. Places in the picking
mechanism submodule were M1_Not_Ready, M1_
Waiting_For_Pickup, M1_Idle, Unloaded_State, Pallet_
Stocker, Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage, Counter_S
1_Job_To_S2,Job_Loaded_On_Crane, Pickup_ Arrived,
Mach_Cap, Go_To_Picking_Job, and Waiting_For_
Req_Fulfillment. M1_Not_Ready was a place to store
token (r1). It described M1 was not ready to send a
pick-up request. M1_ Waiting_ For_Pickup described
a workpiece was waiting in a buffer slot of M1.
M1_Idle described the slot availability in M1. Two
tokens (m) in the M1_Idle place indicated that there
were two available slots in M1. Unloaded_State
states that a stacker crane was empty. Pallet_Stocker was a place to store a finished workpiece. Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage was used to store a work-

Figure 11. Picking job submodule (enabled)

Figure 12. Machine selection submodule
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piece which had a stage-two operation. Counter_S1_Job_To_S2 was used to record which job had
finish stage-two operation. Job_Loaded_On_ Crane
described a workpiece had been loaded on a crane.
Pickup_Arrived stated a stacker crane had arrived in
a machine. Mach_Cap was a place to store the
capacity of an available slot for all machines. Eight
tokens (cap) showed all machine slots were empty.
Go_To_Picking_Job stated that the crane was going
to a machine. Waiting_For_Req_Fulfillment was a
place to store which machine is targeted by a stacker
crane. Figure 8 shows the picking mechanism
submodule.
The transitions in picking mechanism submodule
were at_M1, M1_Loading_Onto_C, Delivery_To_
Pallet_Stocker, and Proceed_To_Stage_2. The at_M1
transition was enabled when there was one token
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(r1) in Waiting_For_Req_Fulfillment. This transition
would produce one token in the Pickup_Arrived. The
m1_loading_onto_c transition was enabled when
there were one token in Pickup_Arrived and one
token in M1_Waiting_For_Pickup. This transition
would produce a token in the Job_Loaded_on_Crane
and reduce a token in the M1_Idle. Delivery_To_
Pallet_Stocker transition was enabled when there
was one token in Job_Loaded_on_Crane has already
had been processed. This transition would produce a
token in the Pallet_Stocker place. The proceed_to_
stage_2 transition was enabled when there was one
token in Job_Loaded_on_Crane that had a stage-two
operation. This transition would produce one token
in Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage and one token in
Counter_S1_Job_To_S2.

Figure 13. Delivery to pallet stocker submodule (enabled)

Figure 14. Proceed to stage two submodule (enabled)
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Job Selection Submodule
The job selection submodule had four places and one
transition. Places in the job selection submodule
were List_of_Operations, Selected_Mach, Selected_
Mach_ 2, and Selected_Job. List_of_Operations was
a place to store the list of workpieces which would be
sent to a machine. The list was described in the
Stage_1_ OTO. A token (“Job01_1”,190, OTO) in
Stage_1_OTO informed a workpiece number one
with operation time 190 minutes and only had one
stage. Another example, a token (“Job02_1”,255, S1)
informed a workpiece number two with operation
time 255 minutes and had two stages. Selected_Mach was output from the machine selection
submodule. One token (d1,1) informed machine one
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was selected. Selected_Mach_2 was a place to store
data of the selected machine and ready to be used to
select a workpiece. Selected_Job was a place to store
data of the selected workpiece which was delivered
to a machine. Figure 9 shows job selection submodule.
The transition in the job selection submodule was
Selecting_Job. This transition was enabled when
there was one token (identifier) in Selected_Mach
and one token Stage_1_OTO in List_of_Operations.
If there were more than one token in the
Stage_1_OTO list, the token would be chosen by the
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) method. In Figure 6,
workpieces with the shortest operation time (170
minutes) were workpiece 5 and workpiece 11. Therefore, those workpieces would be selected randomly.
Selecting_ Job would consume those tokens and
produce a token (identifier) in Selected_Mach_2.
This token represents which machine would receive
a workpiece with the shortest operation time.
Picking Job Submodule
The Picking job had seventeen places and seven
transitions. However, there were only five places and
one transition for picking job submodule in the
loading/unloading station. Places in the picking job
submodule were Crane_Idle, Mach_Cap, Selected_
Job, Selected_Mach_2, and Crane_Loaded. Crane_
Idle was a place to store one idle token (c) of the
crane. Mach_Cap described as the total capacity of
all machines. Eight tokens (cap) in Mach_Cap show
that the slots in all machines were empty. Selected_Job was a place to store a workpiece which
would be delivered by a stacker crane. Selected_Mach_2 described as a place to store the targeted machine. Crane_Loaded shown a workpiece
which had already been loaded in a stacker crane.
Figure 10 shows the picking job submodule.
The transition in the picking job submodule was
Picking_Job. This transition was enabled when there
was an idle token (c) in Crane_Idle, a workpiece
token in Selected_Job, a machine target token in
Selected_ Mach_2, and a token (cap) in Mach_Cap.
The Picking_Job transition would consume all of
those tokens and produce a token in the
Crane_Loaded. In Fig. 11, Crane is loaded with a
workpiece number 11 and deliver it to Machine 1.
Machine Selection Submodule
The machine selection submodule had five places
and three transitions. Places in the machine selection submodule were Available_Mach, Notification_
for_ MS, List_of_AM, Available_SM_Act, and Selected_ Mach. Available_Mach was a place to store a
token (identifier) that used as input to machine
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selection submodule. Notification_for_MS was a
notification to execute machine selection submodule
because the stacker crane has delivered a workpiece
and ready to deliver the next workpiece. Available_Mach and Notification_for_MS were input for
the machine selection submodule. They could be
found in the other submodules. List_of_AM was a
list of the available machines. Token identifier value
(d1,1) in the List_of_AM showed the Machine 1 was
available, (d2,2) showed Machine 2 was available,
and so on. Available_SM_Act described the alternative of machine selection action that could be done.
A token (dum) in the Available_SM_Act restricted
only one machine can be selected at a time. Selected_Mach was a chosen machine to process a
workpiece. Selected_Mach was an output of the
machine selection submodule. It could be used as
input for the other submodules. Figure 12 showed
the machine selection submodule.
The transitions in machine selection submodule
were Selecting_Mach, Enlisting_AM, and Notifying_MS_ Procedure. The selecting_mach transition
was enabled when there were a token (identifier) in
List_of_AM and a token (dum) in Available_SM_Act.
Selecting_Mach would consume those tokens and
generate an output in two places. First, the Selecting_ Mach transition would reduce token (identifier)
list in the List_of_AM according to the selected
machine. Second, the Selecting_Mach transition
would produce a token (identifier) in the Selected_Mach, which represented the selected machine.
If there were more than one token (identifier) in the
List_of_AM, the system would choose a machine
randomly. Enlisting_AM transition was enabled
when there was an input token (identifier), for
example (d1,1), in Available_Mach place. Enlisting_AM would insert this token to a list in
List_of_AM, for example ([(d2,2),(d3,3),(d4,4)]). When
Enlisting_AM was enabled, the result is ([(d2,2),
(d3,3),(d4,4),(d1,1)]). Notifying_MS_Procedure was
enabled when there was a token (dum) in Notification_for_MS. Notifying_MS_Procedure would
consume this token and produce a token (dum) in
Available_SM_Act.
Delivery to Pallet Stocker Submodule
The Delivery to pallet stocker submodule had seven
places and four transitions. Places in the delivery to
pallet stocker submodule were Job_Loaded_On_
Crane, M1_Not_Ready, Unloaded_State, and Pallet_
Stocker. Job_Loaded_On_Crane was input from the
picking mechanism submodule. This place states
that a workpiece had been loaded on a stacker crane.
A token (“Job11_2”, S2) in Job_Loaded_On_Crane
place informed job 11 in a stage-two operation had
been loaded on a stacker crane. M1_Not_Ready was
a place to store token (r1) described M1 was not
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ready to send a pick-up request. Unloaded_State
stated that the stacker crane was empty. A token (c)
informed the crane was not empty. Pallet_Stocker
was a place to store a finished workpiece. A token
(“Job11_2”, S2) in Pallet_Stocker informed the job 11
in the stage-two operation had been delivered to a
pallet stocker.
The transitions in the delivery to pallet stocker
submodule were t1, t2, t3, and t4. T1 was enabled
when there was a token (r1) in Job_Loaded_ On_
Crane. This transition will produce tokens in three
places: at Unloaded_State, M1_Not_Ready, and
Pallet_Stocker. Figure 13 shows the Enabled Delivery to pallet stocker submodule.
Proceed to Stage Two Submodule
The Proceed to stage two submodule had eight
places and four transitions. Places in the proceeded
to stage two submodule were Job_Loaded_On_

Crane, Counter_S1_Job_To_S2, M1_Not_Ready,
Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage, and Unloaded_State.
Job_ Loaded_On_Crane was input from the picking
mechanism submodule. Counter_S1_Job_To_S2 was
used to store which workpiece had already been
delivered to a loading/unloading station for a stagetwo operation. M1_Not_Ready was a place to store
token (r1). It described M1 was not ready to send a
pick-up request. Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage was
used to store a workpiece which had a stage-two
operation. Unloaded_State states that a stacker
crane was empty.
The transitions in the proceed to stage two submodule were t5, t6, t7, and t8. The t5 transition was
enabled when there was a token (r1) in the Job_
Loaded_On_Crane place. The t5 transition would
produce tokens in four places: at Counter_S1_
Job_to_S2, M1_Not_Ready, Waiting_For_Next_ Stage,
and Unloaded_State. Figure 14 shows the Enabled
Proceed to stage two submodule.

Figure 15. Stage two procedure
Table 1. Job operation data
Work piece
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Stage CPN Name
1
01_1
1
02_1
2
02_2
1
03_1
2
03_2
1
04_1
2
04_2
1
05_1
1
06_1
1
07_1
2
07_2
1
08_1

Operation Time (min)
190
255
265
320
280
265
205
170
175
270
205
250
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Work piece
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Stage
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

CPN Name Operation Time (min)
08_2
160
09_1
305
10_1
240
10_2
265
11_1
170
11_2
245
12_1
320
12_2
200
13_1
240
13_2
230
14_1
155
15_2
165
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Stage two procedure was a part of the proceed to
stage two submodule. The Stage two procedure was
used to update the data on the finished workpiece
that sends back to a loading/unloading station. The
Stage two procedure had thirteen places and eleven
transitions. Places in stage two procedure were AA,
BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG, HH, II, G, Waiting_
For_The_Next_ Stage, Job_Ready_For_2nd_Stage,
and List_of_Jobs. Places AA until II used to store the
stage-two information for every workpiece which had
the stage-two operation. A token (“Job02_2”,265, S2)
in place AA informed a workpiece number 02 had a
stage-two operation time 265 minutes. G was used to
store a workpiece that had been prepared for a stagetwo operation. Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage was a
place to describe a workpiece that had been arrived
in a loading/unloading station and waited for a
stage-two operation. A token (“Job11_1”, S1) showed
a workpiece number 11 was waiting for a stage-two
operation. Job_Ready_For_2nd_Stage was used to
store the data of a workpiece that had been updated
and ready for a stage-two operation. List_of_Jobs
was a place to store a workpiece that will be
delivered to a machine. Figure 15 showed a stage
two procedure.

Figure 16. Performance report
M4

165 190 255

M3

170 240

11_1
14_1
05_1
15_1

06_1
13_1
10_1
01_1

CPN name
11_2 07_1
08_1 13_2
04_1 10_2
02_1 09_1
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08_2
04_2
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Start time
3
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1038
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Figure 17. Gantt chart
Figure 17. Gantt chart

Results and Discussions
Data
The model was tested on the real-world industry
data based on Setiawan et al. [14]. The Complete
data set is given in Table 1. There were 15 workpieces. Workpiece number 1, 5, 6, 9, 14, and 15 only
needed one stage operation. Meanwhile, other
workpieces needed a two-stage operation.

Based on the performance report shown in Figure
16, it is known that the simulation needs 436 steps
(enabled transition) for one cycle with makespan
1.647 minutes. The utilization level for all machines
was good; it was around 82-86%. However, the
utilization level for the stacker crane was relatively
low (around 8,74%). The list of machining process in
each machine is shown in Table 2.

07_2
03_1
03_2
12_2

Table 3. Simulation verification
CPN name
14_1
13_1
08_1
13_2
08_2
03_1

265 205

Result

Table 2. List of machine process
Machine
M1
M2
M3
M4

265

265 200

M2 155 240 250 230 160 320

M1

The transitions in the stage two procedure were
Cell_2.2, Cell_3.2, Cell_4.2, Cell_7.2, Cell_8.2, Cell_
10.2, Cell_11.2, Cell_12.2, Cell_13.2, Preparing_Job,
and Enlisting_Job. Cell_2.2 until Cell_13.2 transitions were enabled when there were a token in
each corresponding place (AA, BB,…, II) and a token
in the G places. Each transition would produce a
token in the Jobs_Ready_For_2nd_Stage and reduce
a token in its similar places (AA, BB,…, II). The
Preparing_Job transition was enabled when there
was a token in Waiting_For_The_Next_Stage places.
This transition would produce a token in the G place.
The Enlisting_Job transition was enabled when
there was a token in Jobs_Ready_For_ 2nd_Stage
and a token in List_of_Jobs. This transition will
update the token in the List_of_Jobs place.

305

End time
158
398
648
878
1038
1358

Table 3 shows the simulation verification results, for
example in Machine 2. Workpiece number 14 did not
start on 0. It was because the stacker crane needed
three minutes to pick-up a workpiece in a loading/
unloading station, move, and drop off a workpiece
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number 14 to the Machine 2. The duration time in
Machine 2 was 1355 minutes. This duration was the
same as the performance report of Machine 2
duration time as shown in Figure 16. Figure 17
shows the Gantt chart of the model simulation.

5.
6.

Conclusions
Setiawan et al. [14] used Pharo 3.0 to simulate an
FMS production scheduling. Pharo 3.0, required a
new class definition with all interactions if the model
is modified (e.g. added stacker crane). This paper
showed an FMS production scheduling simulation
using CPN. CPN developed with a set of submodules. This made the model more understandable. The CPN made a group of processes
based on a function, location, machine, material flow,
and more importantly in this paper, a stacker crane.
FMS modelled by focusing on its stacker crane made
the simulation more dynamic. Furthermore, the
problem identification would be much easier.
In this paper, the FMS generated 1.647 minutes
makespan; it was 5,23% greater than the Setiawan
et al. approach [14], i.e., 1.565 minutes. The makespan’s gap occurred because Setiawan et al. [14] did
not consider the stacker crane. However, the stacker
crane utilization in this paper was relatively low
around 8,74%. This result happened because the duration of every stacker crane movement was assumed to be one minute. The assumption made the
stacker crane time movement was much smaller
compared to the job operation time. Therefore, the
stacker crane utilization was low. For further improvement, the FMS can be simulated by considering
the real stacker crane time movement to show a
realistic stacker crane utilization level.
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